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Historical Mysteries 2023-08-15 ancient origins has provided information on
unexplained historical phenomena for years included herein is just a sampling of some
of the many articles that authors have written which can be found on ancient origin s
website ancient origins net this book contains a sampling of articles on such topics as
ancient gods critically viewing history unusual mythological creatures and more
Our Celestial Clockwork: From Ancient Origins To Modern Astronomy Of The Solar
System 2021-08-24 this book is a superposition of two distinct narratives the first is
historical discussing the evolution of astronomical knowledge since the dawn of
civilizations the second is scientific conveying mathematical and physical content of
each advancement great scientists of antiquity middle ages and modern times until
the 18th century are presented along with their discoveries through short biographies
and anecdotes special care is taken to explain their achievements using mathematical
and physical concepts of their time with modern perspective added only when
ancient methodology is too cumbersome or its language hardly understandable to
contemporary readers the book conveys a lot of astronomical facts and data in a
pleasant and accessible manner almost all findings and discoveries made in ancient
times are followed by simple mathematical exercises using basic knowledge so that
the reader can check the assertions himself the book contains a lot of inedited
illustrations geometrical schemes are given extra attention to make the examples clear
and understandable the language is simple and accessible to the young audience
The Ancient Origins of Consciousness 2016-03-25 how consciousness appeared much
earlier in evolutionary history than is commonly assumed and why all vertebrates
and perhaps even some invertebrates are conscious how is consciousness created when
did it first appear on earth and how did it evolve what constitutes consciousness and
which animals can be said to be sentient in this book todd feinberg and jon mallatt
draw on recent scientific findings to answer these questions and to tackle the most
fundamental question about the nature of consciousness how does the material brain
create subjective experience after assembling a list of the biological and neurobiological
features that seem responsible for consciousness and considering the fossil record of
evolution feinberg and mallatt argue that consciousness appeared much earlier in
evolutionary history than is commonly assumed about 520 to 560 million years ago
they explain the great cambrian explosion of animal diversity produced the first
complex brains which were accompanied by the first appearance of consciousness
simple reflexive behaviors evolved into a unified inner world of subjective
experiences from this they deduce that all vertebrates are and have always been



conscious not just humans and other mammals but also every fish reptile amphibian
and bird considering invertebrates they find that arthropods including insects and
probably crustaceans and cephalopods including the octopus meet many of the criteria
for consciousness the obvious and conventional wisdom shattering implication is that
consciousness evolved simultaneously but independently in the first vertebrates and
possibly arthropods more than half a billion years ago combining evolutionary
neurobiological and philosophical approaches allows feinberg and mallatt to offer an
original solution to the hard problem of consciousness
Time in Ancient Stories of Origin 2020-06-29 greek and roman stories of origin or
aetia provide a fascinating window onto ancient conceptions of time aetia pervade
ancient literature at all its stages and connect the past with the present by telling us
which aspects of the past survive even now or ever since then yet while the standard
aetiological formulae remain surprisingly stable over time the understanding of time
that lies behind stories of origin undergoes profound changes by studying a broad
range of texts and by closely examining select stories of origin from archaic greece
hellenistic greece augustan rome and early christian literature time in ancient stories
of origin traces the changing forms of stories of origin and the underlying changing
attitudes to time to the interaction of the time of gods and men to historical time to
change and continuity as well as to a time beyond the present one walter provides a
model of how to analyse the temporal construction of aetia by combining close
attention to detail with a view towards the larger temporal agenda of each work in
the process new insights are provided both into some of the best known aetiological
works of antiquity e g by hesiod callimachus vergil ovid and lesser known works e g
ephorus prudentius orosius this volume shows that aetia do not merely convey factual
information about the continuity of the past but implicate the present in ever new
complex messages about time
A Book about the Film Monty Python's Life of Brian 2018-02-15 as a follow up to
their first true feature film monty python and the holy grail the comic troupe next
decided to tackle a shadow version of the christ story shot in the middle east and
produced during margaret thatcher s ascendant years the film satirized among other
matters authoritarianism and religious zealotry upon its release monty python s life of
brian was both a critical and commercial success and has been since hailed as one of the
greatest comedies of all time but the film also faced backlash from religious groups for
its blasphemy perceived or otherwise in a book about the film monty python s life of
brian all of the references from assyrians to zeffirelli darl larsen identifies and



examines the plethora of cultural historical and topical allusions in the film in this
resource larsen delineates virtually every allusion and reference that appears in the
film from first century jerusalem through 1970s great britain organized
chronologically by scene the entries in this cultural history cover literary and
metaphoric allusions symbolisms names peoples and places as well as the many social
cultural and historical elements that populate this film by closely examining each
scene this book explores the pythons comparisons of the roman and british empires
and of pilate and margaret thatcher in addition larsen helps to situate life of brian in
the jesus re examination of the postwar period while also taking a close look at the
terror groups of first century judea and the modern world a book about the film
monty python s life of brian will appeal to scholars of history film british culture and
pop culture as well as to the many fans of this iconic group
An Ancient History of Dogs: Spaniels Through the Ages 2007-03-01 discover the
historical roots of all dogs history of the hunt medieval writings about dogs history of
field trials dog shows and dog associations spaniels depicted in artwork through the
ages photographs of the english springer spaniels of today and selected pedigrees of
early english springer spaniels venture into the archeological evidence modern dna
studies and the ancient descriptions of the masters such as plato aristotle and pliny as
they wrote about ancient dogs settle back and enjoy the stories of dog heroism
through the ages and meet some real life working springers of today included is a
guide to the early english and american pedigrees of the english springer spaniels
during the late 19th and early 20th centuries meet the ancestors of today s spaniels
enjoy over 180 pictures of dogs and spaniels from cave etchings to show dogs come sit
a bit and take the time to learn more about your most trusted family companion and
best friend the spaniel
Stories of Origins in the Bible and Ancient Mediterranean Literature 2023-10-31
examines a series of parallels between the stories of origins in the bible and ancient
greek genealogical writings from the 7 5 centuries bce as well as other early eastern
mediterranean phoenician and anatolian sources from the first millennium bce some
of which have only been published in recent years
Origin and Transformation of the Ancient Israelite Festival Calendar 2005 the book
focusses on the origin and transformation of the priestly festival calendar since the
epoch making work of julius wellhausen at the end of the 19th century the
differences between the various ancient israelite festival calendars have often been
explained in terms of a gradual evolution which shows an increasing historicisation



denaturalisation and ritualisation the festivals were in wellhausen s view gradually
detached from agricultural conditions and celebrated more and more at fixed points in
the year this study tries to show that the changes in the priestly festival calendar
reflect a conscious effort to adapt the ancient israelite festival calendar to the semi
annual layout of the babylonian festival year the ramifications of the change only
come to the fore after a careful study of the agricultural conditions of ancient israel
and mesopotamia makes clear that passover and the festival of unleavened bread were
originally celebrated in the second month of the year the first month of the year
envisaged by the priestly festival calendar for the celebration of passover and the
festival of unleavened bread in turn mirrors the date of one of the two semi annual
babylonian new year festivals the two babylonian new year festivals were celebrated
exactly six months apart at the vernal and autumnal equinoxes in order to adapt the
ancient israelite festival calendar to the babylonian scheme with two new year
festivals a year the date of passover and the festival of unleavened bread had to be
moved up by one month the consequences for the origin of passover the festival of
unleavened bread the festival of weeks and the festival of huts are charted and the
relations between the various ancient israelite festival calendars are determined anew
The Origins and Character of the Ancient Chinese City 2017-07-12 these two volumes
elucidate the manner in which there emerged on the north china plain hierarchically
structured functionally specialized social institutions organized on a political and
territorial basis during the second millennium b c they describe the way in which
during subsequent centuries these institutes were diffused through much of the rest
of north and central china author paul wheatley equates the emergence of the
ceremonial center as evidenced in shang china with a functional and developmental
stage in urban genesis and substantiates his argument with comparative evidence
from the americas mesopotamia egypt southeast asia the mediterranean and the
yoruba territories the origins and character of the ancient chinese city seeks in small
measure to help redress the current imbalance between our knowledge of the
contemporary western style city on the one hand and of the urbanism characteristic
of the traditional world on the other those aspects of urban theory which have been
derived predominantly from the investigation of western urbanism are tested against
rather than applied to ancient china the origins and character of the ancient chinese
city examines the cosmological symbolism of the chinese city constructed as a world
unto itself it suggests with a wealth of argument and evidence that this cosmo magical
role underpinned the functional unity of the city everywhere until new bases for



urban life began to develop in the hellenistic world whereas the majority of previous
investigations into the nature of the chinese city have been undertaken from the
standpoint of elites the origins and character of the ancient chinese city has adopted a
point of view closer to that of the social scientist than the geographer
Rewriting Ancient Jewish History 2016-04-20 half a century ago the primary
contours of the history of the jews in roman times were not subject to much debate
this standard account collapsed however when a handful of insights undermined the
traditional historical method the method long enlisted by historians for eliciting facts
from sources in response to these insights a new historical method gradually emerged
rewriting ancient jewish history critiques the traditional historical method and makes
a case for the new one illustrating how to write anew ancient jewish history at the
heart of the traditional historical method lie three fundamental presumptions the
traditional historical method regularly presumes that multiple versions of a text or
tradition are equally authentic it presumes that many ancient jewish sources are the
products of largely immanent forces of cloistered jewish communities and barring any
local grounds for suspicion it presumes that most ancient jewish texts faithfully reflect
their sources and reliably recount events rewriting ancient jewish history unfurls the
failings of this approach it promotes the new historical method which circumvents
the flawed traditional presumptions while plotting anew the limits of rational
argumentation in historical inquiry this crucial reappraisal is a must read for students
of jewish and roman history alike and a fascinating case study in how historians
should approach their ancient sources
Ancient Egypt in Africa 2003-08-13 the discipline of egyptology has been criticised
for being too insular with little awareness of the development of archaeologies
elsewhere it has remained theoretically underdeveloped for example the role of
ancient egypt within africa has rarely been considered jointly by egyptologists and
africanists egypt s own view of itself has been neglected views of it in the ancient
past in more recent times and today have remained underexposed encounters with
ancient egypt is a series of eight books which addresses these issues the books
interrelate inform and illuminate one another and will appeal to a wide market
including academics students and the general public interested in archaeology
egyptology anthropology architecture design and history geographically egypt is
clearly on the african continent yet ancient egypt is routinely regarded as a non
african cultural form the significance of ancient egypt for the rest of africa is a hotly
debated issue with complex ramifications this book considers how ancient egypt was



dislocated from africa drawing on a wide range of sources it examines key issues such
as the evidence for actual contacts between egypt and other early african cultures and
how influential or not egypt was on them some scholars argue that to its north egypt
s influence on mediterranean civilization was downplayed by western scholarship
further afield on the african continent perceptions of ancient egypt were coloured by
biblical sources emphasizing the persecution of the israelites an extensive selection of
fresh insights are provided several focusing on cultural interactions between egypt
and nubia from 1000 bce to 500 ce developing a nuanced picture of these interactions
and describing the limitations of an egyptological approach to them
The Ancient Exchequer of England; the Treasury; and Origin of the Present
Management of the Exchequer and Treasury of Ireland 1848 tracks the progress from
the legendary founding of rome by romulus in 753 bce to the heights of the roman
empire around 117 ce and on to the death of theodosius the last man to rule over a
unified roman empire in 395 ce
Ancient Rome 2010-08-01 an important key to the origins of christianity and western
religion contains clear documented images that can be traced to remote times and
shown to be in direct connection to certain origins of belief the symbolic connections
between christianity and the cultures of india babylonia assyria and egypt among
others are astounding an indispensable reference for anyone interested in early pagan
religions and the foundations of christianity little known fact during the filming of
the da vinci code movie this book was special ordered as reading material for all cast
and crew
Ancient Pagan and Modern Christian Symbolism 2002-06 reprint of the original first
published in 1875
Ancient Christianity 2023-11-20 the translator s death prevented the publication of a
third volume which was to contain essays on subjects of a more general character
A Manual of Ancient History 1846 mummies dead bodies elaborately wrapped up
might rank pretty high on the scale of all things disgusting but readers should be
ready for an eye opening read on some of ancient egypt s gross history such as the
dirty details of what really happens to bodies as they re prepared for mummification
in this book this gleefully gut churning volume offers up some very vile medicinal
practices culinary delicacies political and battle practices and more readers will come
away from this memorable read with a fresh perspective on the lives and customs of
this famous and now famously gross ancient civilization
A Manual of Ancient and Modern History 1857 this volume represents a multi faceted



cross period product of fieldwork conducted in contemporary greece in combination
with ancient sources based on a comparative analysis of important religious festivals
and life cycle rituals the book investigates the importance of cults connected with the
greek female sphere and its relation to the official male dominated ideology within
these festivals are encountered supplementary complementary or competing
ideologies connected with men and women and it is shown that there is not a one
way power structure or male dominance within greek culture but rather competing
powers linked to the two sexes and their respective spheres in addition to gender the
book also explores the relationship between the great and little societies in the form of
official and popular religion as such it will serve to broaden the reader s knowledge of
ancient but also modern society because it concerns the relationship between various
spheres of life which each possess their own competing and overlapping but also co
existing value systems
The Politics of Aristotle 1885 this book endeavours to pinpoint the relations between
musical and especially instrumental practice and the evolving conceptions of pitch
systems it traces the development of ancient melodic notation from reconstructed
origins through various adaptations necessitated by changing musical styles and
newly invented instruments to its final canonical form it thus emerges how closely
ancient harmonic theory depended on the culturally dominant instruments the lyre
and the aulos these threads are followed down to late antiquity when details recorded
by ptolemy permit an exceptionally clear view dr hagel discusses the textual and
pictorial evidence introducing mathematical approaches wherever feasible but also
contributes to the interpretation of instruments in the archaeological record and
occasionally is able to outline the general features of instruments not directly attested
the book will be indispensable to all those interested in greek music technology and
performance culture and the general history of musicology
The Politics of Aristotle: Introduction and translation 1885 offering a comparison
between the earliest parts of the book of isaiah and the assyrian prophecies this book
maintains that ancient israelite prophecy of which isaiah was an exponent was much
in conformity with ancient near eastern prophecy in general
The Totally Gross History of Ancient Egypt 2015-12-15 this illuminating study is
about the absence of time as an entity in itself in ancient judaism and the
predominance instead of process in the ancient jewish world view evidence is drawn
from a complete range of jewish sources from this period
Greek Festivals, Modern and Ancient 2017-06-20 this unique new work of reference



traces the origins of the modern laws of warfare from the earliest times to the present
day relying on written records from as far back as 2400 bce and using sources ranging
from the bible to security council resolutions the author pieces together the history of
a subject which is almost as old as civilisation itself the author shows that as long as
humanity has been waging wars it has also been trying to find ways of legitimising
different forms of combatants and ascribing rules to them protecting civilians who are
either inadvertently or intentionally caught up between them and controlling the
use of particular classes of weapons that may be used in times of conflict thus it is that
this work is divided into three substantial parts volume 1 on the laws affecting
combatants and captives volume 2 on civilians and volume 3 on the law of arms
control this second book on civilians examines four different topics the first topic deals
with the targetting of civilians in times of war this discussion is one which has been
largely governed by the developments of technologies which have allowed
projectiles to be discharged over ever greater areas and attempts to prevent their
indiscriminate utilisation have struggled to keep pace the second topic concerns the
destruction of the natural environment with particular regard to the utilisation of
starvation as a method of warfare and unlike the first topic this one has rarely
changed over thousands of years although contemporary practices are beginning to
represent a clear break from tradition the third topic is concerned with the long
standing problems of civilians under the occupation of opposing military forces where
the practices of genocide collective punishments and or reprisals and rape have
occurred the final topic in this volume is about the theft or destruction of the property
of the enemy in terms of either pillage or the intentional devastation of the cultural
property of the opposition as a work of reference this set of three books is unrivalled
and will be of immense benefit to scholars and practitioners researching and advising
on the laws of warfare it also tells a story which throws fascinating new light on the
history of international law and on the history of warfare itself
Celtic Researches, On The Origin, Traditions & Language, Of The Ancient Britons
1804 the ancient human occupation of britain project ahob funded by the leverhulme
trust began in 2001 and brought together researchers from a range of disciplines with
the aim of investigating the record of human presence in britain from the earliest
occupation until the end of the last ice age about 12 000 years ago study of changes in
climate landscape and biota over the last million years provides the environmental
backdrop to understanding human presence and absence together with the
development of new technologies this book brings together the multidisciplinary



work of the project the chapters present the results of new fieldwork and research on
old sites from museum collections using an array of new analytical techniques features
an up to date treatment of the record of human presence in the british isles during the
palaeolithic period 700 000 10 000 years before present takes multidisciplinary
approach that includes archaeology geochemistry geochronology stratigraphy and
sedimentology coincides with the culmination of the ahob project in 2010 providing a
benchmark statement on the record of human occupation in britain that can be
utilized and tested by future research
Ancient Greek Music 2009-12-17 originally presented as the author s thesis d phil
university of oxford 2004
The nature and descent of ancient peerages connected with ... Scotland, the origin of
tenures, the succession of fiefs, and the constitution of parliament in that country 1785
grade level 4 5 6 7 e i t
Isaiah among the Ancient Near Eastern Prophets 2007-12-31 the human desire to
adorn the body is universal and timeless while specific forms of body decoration and
the motivations for them vary by region culture and era all human societies have
engaged in practices designed to augment and enhance people s natural appearance
tattooing the process of inserting pigment into the skin to create permanent designs
and patterns is one of the most widespread forms of body art and was practiced by
ancient cultures throughout the world with tattoos appearing on human mummies by
3200 bce ancient ink the first book dedicated to the archaeological study of tattooing
presents new globe spanning research examining tattooed human remains tattoo tools
and ancient art connecting ancient body art traditions to modern culture through
indigenous communities and the work of contemporary tattoo artists the volume s
contributors reveal the antiquity durability and significance of body decoration
illuminating how different societies have used their skin to construct their identities
Time and Process in Ancient Judaism 2003-10-01 this volume consists consists of forty
contributions written by an internationally renowned selection of scholars the authors
adopt an interdisciplinary methodology examining both literary and archaeological
sources and a comparative perspective that transgresses national chronological and
cultural boundaries in order to investigate the nature of the links between text and
image this multifaceted approach to the study of ancient artifacts enables the authors
to treat art and artistic production as activities that do not merely mirror social or
cultural relationships but rather and more significantly as activities that create social
and cultural relationships the essays in this book are motivated by their authors belief



that there is no simple direct link between art and myths art and text or art and ritual
and that art should not be delegated to the role of a by product of a literate culture
instead the contextual and symbolic analyses of artifacts and representations offered in
this volume elucidate how art actively shaped myth how it changed texts how it
transformed ritual and how it altered the course of local regional and mediterranean
histories
A History of the Laws of War: Volume 2 2011-10-07 this volume presents for the first
time evidence for non royal consanguineous marriage in ancient egypt the evidence
was collated from select sources from the middle kingdom to the roman period and it
has been used to investigate the potential economic and biological outcomes
particularly beyond the level of sibling and half sibling unions
The Ancient Human Occupation of Britain 2010-11-12 when the eighteenth century
choreographer jean georges noverre sought to develop what is now known as
modern ballet he turned to ancient pantomime as his source of inspiration and when
isadora duncan and her contemporaries looked for alternatives to the strictures of
classical ballet they looked to ancient greek vases for models for what they termed
natural movement this is the first book to examine systematically the long history of
the impact of ideas about ancient greek and roman dance on modern theatrical and
choreographic practices with contributions from eminent classical scholars dance
historians theatre specialists modern literary critics and art historians as well as from
contemporary practitioners it offers a very wide conspectus on an under explored but
central aspect of classical reception dance and theatre history and the history of ideas
Sacred and Public Land in Ancient Athens 2011-10-13 analyses of big datasets signal
important directions for the archaeology of religion in the archaic to mississippian
native north america across north america huge data accumulations derived from
decades of cultural resource management studies combined with old museum
collections provide archaeologists with unparalleled opportunities to explore new
questions about the lives of ancient native peoples for many years the topics of
technology economy and political organization have received the most research
attention while ritual religion and symbolic expression have largely been ignored this
was often the case because researchers considered such topics beyond reach of their
methods and data in archaeology and ancient religion in the american midcontinent
editors brad h koldehoff and timothy r pauketat and their contributors demonstrate
that this notion is outdated through their analyses of a series of large datasets from the
midcontinent ranging from tiny charred seeds to the cosmic alignments of mounds



they consider new questions about the religious practices and lives of native peoples at
the core of this volume are case studies that explore religious practices from the
cahokia area and surrounding illinois uplands additional chapters explore these topics
using data collected from sites and landscapes scattered along the mississippi and ohio
river valleys this innovative work facilitates a greater appreciation for and
understanding of ancient native religious practices especially their seamless
connections to everyday life and livelihood the contributors do not advocate for a
reduced emphasis on technology economy and political organization rather they
recommend expanding the scope of such studies to include considerations of how
religious practices shaped the locations of sites the character of artifacts and the content
and arrangement of sites and features they also highlight analytical approaches that
are applicable to archaeological datasets from across the americas and beyond
History Of Ancient India (portraits Of A Nation), 1/e 2010 a comprehensive account of
athenian democracy as a subject of criticism admiration and scholarly debate since 2
500 years covering the features of athenian democracy its importance for the english
american and french revolutions and for the debates on democracy and political
liberty from the nineteenth century to the present
Ancient Rome 1998-04
Ancient Ink 2018-01-08
Approaching the Ancient Artifact 2014-08-25
‘Blood Is Thicker Than Water’ – Non-Royal Consanguineous Marriage in Ancient
Egypt 2020-06-25
History of the Ancient Britons 1854
The Ancient Dancer in the Modern World 2012-07-05
Gods of the Ancient Northmen 1977-12
Archaeology and Ancient Religion in the American Midcontinent 2018-11-06
Ancient and Modern Democracy 2015
The Wild-Fowler: a Treatise on Ancient and Modern Wild-Fowling, Historical and
Practical 1875
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